Santa Rosa Quilt Guild
Block of the Month
July - “Patriotic”
Due August 6th 2015
This month there are 2 blocks to make.

**Supplies:**
Red, cream (or light beige), a blue (dark to medium) fabrics.
The prints of fabric do not have to read patriotic, but colors are important.

**Cutting and Assemble:**
Cut from Red fabric two 2 1/2” X 6 1/2” rectangles.
Cut from cream/beige fabric one 2 1/2” X 6 1/2” rectangle.
Sew together the two reds and the cream/beige rectangles as shown in diagram, creating a 6 1/2” square block.

Cut from blue fabric four 2 1/2” squares.
Cut from cream/beige fabric five 2 1/2” squares.
Sew the nine segments together as shown in diagram, creating a 6 1/2” square nine patch block.

* FYI: The fabrics used do not have to be the same print or exact color match, just similar. The cream/beige fabric can have a hint of blue and red so as not to read solid.